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AGENDA & 
LEARNING GOALS

1.Explain the importance of doing 
brainstorming in a structured way

2.Introducing the IdeaGen method of 
idea generation

3.Experiencing the method!



OVERALL COURSE FOCUS: 
CREATIVITY AS A PROCESS

CONVERGENT 
THINKING

DIVERGENT 
THINKING

• Generating a 
large number 
of ideas

• Non-
judgmental, 
open-minded 
exploration

• Exposing 
ideas to 
criticism 

• Selecting 
and 
developing 
ideas

rem
ind
er





WHAT IS
BRAINSTORMING?





HOW DID YOU
LEARN TO DO 
BRAINSTORMING?





UNSTRUCTURED BRAINSTORMING

PROS:
• If all goes well, can 

produce a lot of ideas 
• Can be fun for 

participants
• Social benefits, builds 

group cohesion

CONS:
• Often undisciplined, loss of 

problem focus
• Groupthink; repetitive ideas 

start “going around in circles” 
• Can induce “illusory” or even 

“nonsense” creativity
• Strong individuals dominating



INTRODUCING: IDEAGEN
IdeaGen is an idea generation process, 
designed to produce “possible solutions” for a 
task or problem
• A possible solution is new, feasible, and specific enough 

that the steps to implement it are clear
• Thus ideal for creativity in business contexts!
• I first learned about IdeaGen during my advertising 

career, but have since improved it through theory





PARTICIPANTS
• Around 5 to 8 people usually ideal
• Participant heterogeneity is desirable, 

especially in terms of skills and competences
• When possible, it is a good idea to include 

people who are not connected to the problem 
in some way

FACILITATOR
• Runs the session
• Usually stays out of the content itself
• Ensures that all ideas are captured and 

considered
• Manages participant interactions:

1.dissuades negativity/judgment
2.keeps participation democratic
3.reminds of process goals
4.builds psychological safety

MATERIALS
pyramid boards, easels, 
post-it notes, power dots, 
scotch tape, excursion 
materials…

IDEAGEN: 
ROLES AND 
PREPARATION



IDEAGEN: GROUND RULES
1. Remember! It’s about solving a problem
2. All points of view are as of now valid—there 

are no right or wrong answers! 
3. Don’t just shoot down ideas or disagree; build 

on them or offer alternatives! 
4. Encourage others by acknowledging their 

ideas
5. Remember: there will be plenty of 

opportunities to judge ideas later!



IDEAGEN’S SECRET INGREDIENT: 
PRODUCING “SPRINGBOARDS”

• Springboard definition: “one sentence headlines or 
thought connections that result from thinking about and 
listening to others talk about the problem or opportunity”

• Springboards always—always!—start 
with either “I wish…” or “How to…”
•WHY?



MASSIVELY IMPORTANT INSIGHT!

• Having sentences start with       
“I wish…” or “How to…” forces 
the brain into a solution-oriented 
mindset for generating ideas

• Solves the ‘undisciplined’ problem of 
regular brainstorming è Solutions align 
with the problem and connect to each other!



SPRINGBOARDS (cont.)
• Example: if the “client” is an amusement park, and the 

orienting idea is “How to create a unique amusement 
park experience”:
1. “How to entertain millions of people, one person at a time”
2. “I wish the park brought back memories of good places and 

times”
3. “How to be the theme park that doesn’t feel rushed and feels 

friendly”
4. “How to use artificial sunrises and sunsets to create a full day 

every two hours”



EXERCISE: 
How to organize an 
unforgettable 
bachelor(ette) party.



EASY TO DO ON PRESEMO AND OTHERS



CONVERGENT 
THINKING

DIVERGENT 
THINKING

• Generating a 
large number 
of ideas

• Non-
judgmental, 
open-minded 
exploration

• Exposing 
ideas to 
criticism 

• Selecting 
and 
developing 
ideas

OVERALL COURSE FOCUS: 
CREATIVITY AS A PROCESS



NEXT STEPS AFTER THE INITIAL ROUND

• After each round, the team usually votes on the best ideas that 
give the most interesting future directions for the next round of 
springboards (remember, convergence)

• Selection criteria:
1. A good springboard leads into an interesting direction
2. It is not too broad, not too narrow 
3. Diversity: the chosen springboards need to lead to multiple 

directions
4. Similar springboards can be combined to get a sense of 

direction



CONVERGENCE & BOUNDARY EXPLORATION

• If you have an emergent direction that you want to explore, 
assert conditions!

• You do this by saying “I wish… AND/BUT….” or “How to… 
AND/BUT…”

• This creates stronger connections between ideas, but also 
makes limitations or pitfalls more salient
– ”I wish the theme park felt Japanese, but not too Japanese
– “How to make the theme park feel exclusive, but also inviting”
– “I wish the theme park had a lot of parking space, and good 

walkability.”



FUN AND EFFECTIVE VARIATIONS

1. Send them off: send people off (e.g.
during a break) and ask them to bring 
back something and use it in the next 
IdeaGen round

2. World of…: How the problem would look 
if the “world” would be a certain way (e.g.
world of Star Wars, world war III, end of 
oil dependency…)

3. Absurd or worst possible solution



“How to organize an unforgettable 
bachelor(ette) party"
(Creativity in Marketing, spring, 2020)



FINISHING UP
• The best overall ideas are voted on best on pre-

determined criteria (e.g. feasibility, distinct, newness, 
interesting, potential…)

• The facilitator opens the floor for debate and criticism:
1. Check for understandings vis-à-vis original problem
2. Positives / Likes / Dislikes / Potentials / Missed opportunities
3. Find consensus on key concerns
4. Turn lingering concerns into “How to…” 
5. Figure out next steps:

1. More research into problem based on IdeaGen results
2. When to do more IdeaGen rounds



SUMMARIZING

• Brainstorming can—and should—be learned, 
and is greatly improved when there is a process

• IdeaGen is a powerful, efficient, and above all 
flexible brainstorming process

• You will only improve through practice!
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THANK YOU!

Q&A?


